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serial_number => on the github page we can see that they removed it
with v2.1.0, but it got regenerated when they decided to start over with
v2.2.0. before that happened the release notes were written with that
issue in mind! at some point they changed the serial number format

and used that to generate the release notes as well. they now included
the serial_number field as well as the release and titles fields! as it

turned out it only included the serial_number field and so you had to
manually edit the release notes to fix those issues. well, at least on the
github issue there was a comment saying the release notes would be

updated to include the new serial number format. well, they eventually
added the new serial number format, but unfortunately it contains the
build number as well. it seems odd to have a build number in the serial
number and it's not clear why it is required. it seems as if the new build
format is not going to be used for releases after spaceclaim20172. if we

start over with a new release version then we do not need to worry
about the build number, because it will be automatically generated. so

we should change all spaceclaim.changelog lines to not include the new
serial number format: however, there are some in the release notes
that do include the build number. those release notes are from the
previous v2.0.0 and the build numbers have not changed. however,

there are also some with build numbers from v2.
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when producing small quantities of automation solutions it is important
to keep costs as low as possible. the simatic s3 series programming
tools are available as rapid implementation hardware and software
solutions for cad and cam systems to ensure high productivity and

quality. simatic cnc controllers are the ideal platform for automation
applications. designed with plug and play concepts in mind and

featuring advanced software technology, simatic cnc controllers offer
wide availability of standard application programs for many widely used

industrial applications. this guarantees efficient handling and the
highest degree of integration in your automation systems. industry 4.0

is the new direction for most manufacturers of production lines.
manufacturers and plants are looking for suitable solutions to operate
their production lines in a smart and efficient way. to be competitive,

companies should also be capable of adapting to ongoing process
innovations and improvements. modern industrial development is

about getting solutions for everyday challenges. facing daily headaches
such as inefficiency, inattention and lack of resources, mechanical
design engineers are looking for expedient design solutions that fit
their daily routines and the needs of their companies. from food to

electronics, cars to trains, machinery to industrial plants,
manufacturing is about making products and transporting them to the

market as fast as possible. designing more complex automations
systems which offer a consistent product quality in a competitive

environment is the key to success. 5ec8ef588b
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